At Casambi, we view lighting differently. As rapidly increasing numbers worldwide come to share our vision,
we’re looking for talented and enthusiastic people to join us. Casambi is already on a fast-growing and
profitable trajectory which has seen us named as a Deloitte Technology Fast 50 company. Meanwhile our large
partner ecosystem was recognised at the 2019 PLD awards where we were selected as Best Partner in
Industry. This is a rare opportunity to play a key role building a world-class brand powered by a unique and
exciting product.
Casambi business is growing very fast so the company must grow also. To be able to continue innovation and
further speed it up, Casambi is looking to strengthen its engineering team by several positions and one of them
is an Electrical Engineer.

New position of Electrical Engineer

We are looking for a person who has good experience in hardware design, can work in agile environment and
is willing to challenge things and innovate how our solution could be better in the future.
Must have
• Minimum of 5 year experience in electronics engineering, both schematics capture and layout design
• Ability to read and understand technical standards
• Hand soldering and prototype building skills
• Wide skillset in electronics development
• Excellent written and spoken English
• Understanding of software is a plus
Education
• Minimum: Bachelor of Science, electronics engineering
Job description
• Product innovation
• designing new and
• updating current products
• innovation of new production possibilities
• Co-operation with factory
• Testing and debugging electronics
• Writing technical documents
• Customer support:
o Certifications
o Design-in
o Answering HW-related technical questions

The position will report to the Mika Hoikkala, VP Engineering and is located in Finland, Espoo.
Interested? Please contact Mika +358-50-5635056
Casambi in brief
Casambi is changing the way people light their surroundings. The company’s innovative wireless technology
uses Bluetooth Low Energy to place an entire lighting ecosystem in the user’s hands. This uniquely dynamic
and reliable modular solution is already enjoyed in thousands of buildings worldwide via hundreds of major
ecosystem partners.
Headquartered in Finland, Casambi has built a significant sales and support network across Europe, North
America and Asia which continues to grow as businesses worldwide discover the benefits of wireless lighting
control.

